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I. Negative Covenants
A. Overview
i.

The negative covenants section of the credit agreement outlines restrictions
on various activities by a borrower and also permitted exceptions

ii.

It is a key section for review by a co-lender since it restricts important
activities of a borrower after closing such as incurrence of debt, ability to
make dividends, disposal of assets and creation of liens

iii.

In a sponsor transaction, the requested baskets may be more aggressive
since the sponsor will not want to go back to the lender group later for
consents

iv.

In negotiating the baskets, a borrower may quote what is “market”
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I. Negative Covenants (cont’d)
v.

The “market” can be lower market, middle market or upper market and may
involve different types of lending (e.g., asset-based versus cash flow),
industries (e.g., retail versus non-retail) or creditworthiness (e.g., investment
grade versus high risk) but the lines may be blurred in terms of what market
really means

vi.

Also, precedent credit agreements are often requested in sponsor
transactions as the starting point in drafting the new credit agreement

vii. The use of precedent can cause increased concern by the lenders since it
may have permitted baskets already established as part of the precedent
credit agreement that may or may not apply to the new transaction
viii. If the capital structure involves other tranches of debt such as an
institutional term loan, then the borrower may request that the lender
group agree to conform the permitted baskets to the term loan permitted
baskets
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I. Negative Covenants (cont’d)
ix. The revolving credit lenders will be focused on ensuring that their loans are
used for working capital purposes primarily and not to fund an unrestricted
amount of other activities of a borrower without appropriate conditions
x.

The negative covenants section also requires only required lenders’ consent
to modify it after closing or in some express instances, agent only consent

xi. Recent voting rights cases discussed later in this presentation emphasize how
overly permissive baskets or modifications to negative covenants after closing
as part of a distressed situation can harm a co-lender with a minority interest
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I. Negative Covenants (cont’d)
B.

Collateral Leakage
i.

Flexible loan documents have resulted in certain unintended consequences
as evidenced by recent cases

ii.

Lenders now are focused on provisions that may allow “collateral leakage”

iii.

Permitted investment (cash versus non-cash) and asset disposition baskets
in particular are more scrutinized after the J. Crew and PetSmart cases

iv.

Lenders are reviewing more carefully the concepts of an unrestricted
subsidiary versus restricted subsidiary and the definitions of excluded
subsidiaries and immaterial subsidiaries

v.

Lenders will not have recourse to those types of entities if they are nonobligors and their assets may not secure the loans of the bank group

vi.

Also, unrestricted subsidiaries will not be subject to the affirmative and
negative covenants in the credit agreement as compared to restricted
subsidiaries
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I. Negative Covenants (cont’d)
vii. The ability of a borrower to designate a restricted subsidiary as an
unrestricted subsidiary after closing also is key to the leakage analysis
viii. The J. Crew issue may still exist in many credit agreements and is not always
addressed in new deals
–

The company transferred valuable intellectual property assets
(including the J. Crew brand) to an unrestricted subsidiary as part of a
restructuring

–

The transferred assets were not available to the term loan bank group
as collateral

–

The term lenders alleged breach of contract and intentional and
constructive fraudulent transfers
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I. Negative Covenants (cont’d)
–

The use of multiple permitted investment baskets under the
investment negative covenant facilitated this transfer to an unrestricted
subsidiary without the term lenders’ consent

–

The company transferred intellectual property to a restricted subsidiary
and then the restricted subsidiary transferred the assets to an
unrestricted subsidiary by using the baskets above

–

The company then exchanged unsecured subordinated notes that were
close to maturity for new secured notes from the unrestricted
subsidiary that were secured by the J. Crew brand, and the company
was to pay $59 million per year in royalty payments to the unrestricted
subsidiary to service the debt

–

As a result, Lenders may now try to include in credit agreements
provisions that restrict the ability of a company to transfer intellectual
property (or other valuable assets) to unrestricted subsidiaries to try to
close the J. Crew trapdoor
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I. Negative Covenants (cont’d)
–

Review carefully permitted investment, asset disposition and restricted
payment sections

–

Also, Lenders should try to limit the following basket:
“Investments by restricted subsidiaries in unrestricted subsidiaries
financed with proceeds received from an investment in such restricted
subsidiary”
to “financed with cash proceeds from third parties”

‒

Condition investments, dispositions and restricted payments on no
Default or Event of Default

‒

Consider limiting all unrestricted subsidiaries to not more than 2% of
consolidated assets and revenues
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I. Negative Covenants (cont’d)
ix. The PetSmart issue also may exist in many credit agreements
–

In June 2018, PetSmart transferred certain equity interests in Chewy
Inc., its wholly-owned subsidiary, to certain investors and to an
unrestricted subsidiary

–

Prior to the transfers, as part of the PetSmart debt facilities, Chewy, as
a wholly-owned domestic restricted subsidiary of PetSmart, guaranteed
the $955 million ABL revolver, the first-lien term loan, the first-lien
secured notes and the unsecured notes and pledged it assets to the
secured lenders

–

After the transfers, Chewy ceased to be a wholly-owned subsidiary of
PetSmart and that triggered the automatic release of its guarantee and
the termination of the liens on its assets under the term loan and the
secured notes (but not the ABL)

–

Those lenders also were left with a less than 65% pledge of Chewy’s
stock
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I. Negative Covenants (cont’d)
–

PetSmart asserted that it was able to use certain exceptions under (i)
the restricted payment negative covenant to accomplish the dividend
of 20% of Chewy’s equity to PetSmart’s parent company (which then
transferred it to another investor group) and (ii) the investment
covenant to transfer another 16.5% of Chewy’s equity to an
unrestricted subsidiary

–

PetSmart sued the term loan agent for its failure to sign documentation
related to the termination of the Chewy guarantee and release of liens
on Chewy’s assets

–

The term loan agent counterclaimed and stated that the transfers were
not permitted by the loan documents and constituted fraudulent
transfers

–

The litigation was ultimately settled with an amendment to the credit
agreement in mid- April 2019 that was approved by more than 50% of
the lenders and the IPO of Chewy in June 2019
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I. Negative Covenants (cont’d)
–

An on-going concern of lenders is that trying to prevent leakage and
closing an asset trapdoor may not always work because of the amount
of competition for deals

C. Cumulative baskets and reclassification of baskets
i.

Negative covenant baskets for permitted debt, investments, prepayment of
debt, disposition of assets and restricted payments, for example, may
include fixed dollar baskets, builder baskets (not in ABL) and baskets based
upon payment conditions

ii.

Borrowers may request the ability to use multiple permitted baskets for
purposes of the negative covenants and reclassify the usage of such baskets
later to obtain maximum usage of the baskets
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I. Negative Covenants (cont’d)
iii.

Example:
“In the event that any action or transaction meets the criteria of one or
more than one of the categories of exceptions, thresholds or baskets
pursuant to any applicable covenant in Section __ [negative covenants],
such action or transaction (or portion thereof) may be divided and classified,
and later (on one or more occasions) be redivided and/or reclassified under
one or more of such exceptions, thresholds or baskets as the Borrowers may
elect from time to time, including reclassifying any utilization of fixed
exceptions, thresholds or baskets as incurred under any available
incurrence-based exception, threshold or basket . . .”

iv.

If the lender group intends for the baskets that permit various investments
or other activities with, for example, unrestricted subsidiaries to be limited
to only those baskets, then this type of catch-all language may undercut that
intent
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I. Negative Covenants (cont’d)
D. Permitted Equity Contributions
i.

Borrowers may request the ability for certain baskets to be increased by the
infusion of “permitted equity contributions” that will have the effect of
increasing the permitted baskets

ii.

Example:
“other Investments during the term of this Agreement in an aggregate amount
not, in each case measured at the time such Investment is made, to exceed the
Dollar Equivalent of $XXX at any time; provided however that, such amount may
be increased by the net cash proceeds of Permitted Equity Issuances”
“Permitted Equity Issuance” means (a) any sale or issuance of any Equity
Interests (excluding Disqualified Equity Interests) of Holdings, the proceeds of
which are contributed to the common equity of Borrower, or (b) any sale or
issuance of any Equity Interests (excluding Disqualified Equity Interests) of
Borrower to Holdings”
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I. Negative Covenants (cont’d)
iii.

The risk to the lenders is that the infusion and usage of the additional equity
should be concurrent rather than over an unlimited period of time to avoid a
pre-consent to funding under the revolver facility at a time when the monies
already may have been used for other purposes
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II. Voting Rights – Key Issues and Trends
in Recent Cases
A.

Overview
i.

Required Lenders consent – The general rule, absent specific standards

ii.

Lender affected thereby standard – Without the consent of the co-lender
affected thereby, the Agent and Borrower may not:

iii.

‒

Increase the commitment of the co-lender

‒

Reduce or delay payment of principal, interest and fees to the co-lender

‒

Extend the termination date of the co-lender’s commitment

100% Lenders Consent
‒

Release all or substantially all of the collateral

‒

Release borrowers or guarantors

‒

If ABL deal, amend the borrowing base (or defined terms therein) if the
effect is to increase availability, or increase advance rates – Sometimes
supermajority standard
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II. Voting Rights – Key Issues and Trends
in Recent Cases (cont’d)

iv.

‒

Alter payment waterfall or ratable sharing of payments and
commitment decreases

‒

Change the definitions of Required Lenders or, if applicable,
Supermajority Lenders

‒

Amend the voting provisions (sacred rights section) of the credit
agreement

‒

Accordion section?

‒

Important – Subordinate the debt or the lien of the lender group

Agent-only determinations – review credit agreement for instances
‒

Agent may have unilateral right to approve intercreditor and subordination
agreements; Required Lenders consent is generally more appropriate

‒

Consider limiting any Agent unilateral rights to extend due dates for post-closing
requirements and post-acquisition inspections and appraisals
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II. Voting Rights – Key Issues and Trends
in Recent Cases (cont’d)
v.

Specific consent requirements –Amendments affecting Agent, LC issuers or
the swingline lender require their specific consent

vi.

Review carefully for other provisions, especially “notwithstanding the
foregoing”
‒

Beware of new provision creeping into amendment section that allows
Required Lenders to add a new facility to credit agreement with
differing payment and collateral priorities and dilutive voting rights
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II. Voting Rights – Key Issues and Trends
in Recent Cases (cont’d)
B. Recent Cases
North Star Debt Holdings, L.P. v. Serta Simmons Bedding, LLC, N.Y. Sup. Ct., June 22, 2020,
Masley, J.S.C., Index No. 652243/2020
i.

Serta entered into a support agreement with a majority of its existing first lien term
lenders and second lien term lenders

ii.

The proposed transaction was to provide for:
‒

$200 million of new super-priority “first out” debt under the first lien term loan
agreement and senior to the existing first lien term loans,

‒

$875 million of super-priority “second out” debt that would rank ahead of the
existing first lien term loans in exchange for existing first lien and second lien
term loans, and

‒

An undetermined amount of “third out” debt that would rank ahead of the
existing first lien term loans and that could be used for future exchanges of
existing first lien term loans
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II. Voting Rights – Key Issues and Trends
in Recent Cases (cont’d)
‒

Certain lenders filed a complaint that sought to enjoin the above
refinancing transactions because of their concern regarding losing their
priority as first lien term lenders and alleged breach of contract, breach
of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing and other claims

‒

The preliminary injunction request was denied, and Serta closed the
transactions on June 22, 2020

‒

In denying the plaintiff’s request for an injunction, the court stated that
the transactions did not impermissibly alter the waterfall provisions of
the credit agreement since the credit agreement permitted debt-todebt exchanges on a non-pro rata basis as part of an open-market
transaction and that they did not affect any of the plaintiff’s sacred
voting rights under the credit agreement

‒

The case was dismissed following a hearing on November 30, 2020
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II. Voting Rights – Key Issues and Trends
in Recent Cases (cont’d)
iii.

This type of case is similar to the collateral leakage cases (e.g., J. Crew and
Petsmart) that surprised many lenders and caused lenders to more carefully
review negative covenants and voting rights and to try to draft more
protective credit agreement provisions

iv.

Many credit agreements, however, may allow this same result so the lender
should understand, absent specific drafting, the loopholes that may exist for
strategic actions by less than all lenders

v.

Potential drafting approaches:

‒

Require 100% lenders consent to subordinate the lien of the lender
group and the debt of lenders. In Serta, the payment priority was at
issue rather than the ranking of the lien itself

‒

Require 100% lenders consent to modify pro-rata sharing sections and
do not permit exceptions to that rule

‒

But could these potential solutions frustrate a transaction that might be
advantageous to the majority of the lenders and the borrower?
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II. Voting Rights – Key Issues and Trends
in Recent Cases (cont’d)
ICG Global Loan Fund 1 DAC v. Boardriders, Inc., N.Y. Sup. Ct., Oct. 9, 2020, Index No.
655175/2020
i.

Boardriders entered into a recapitalization transaction that consisted of
approximately $431 million of priming loans -- $110 million of new money and a
roll up of $321 million of existing debt (the “Private Roll-Up Transaction)

ii.

The complaint in the Boardriders case was filed in October 2020

iii. The plaintiffs allege that the equity sponsor and certain first-lien lenders (“Roll-Up
Lenders”) harmed certain excluded, non-participating first lien lenders (the “NonParticipating Lenders”) as part of the Private Roll-Up Transaction by:
‒

Depriving the Non-Participating Lenders of their first-lien priority and pro rata
payment rights

‒

Subordinating the first lien debt behind new priority debt

‒

Leaving the Non-Participating Lenders with a “stripped-down, covenantbased promissory note for their original first-lien debt”
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II. Voting Rights – Key Issues and Trends
in Recent Cases (cont’d)
iv.

It is alleged that the majority lenders (which included sponsor affiliates)
amended the existing credit facility to delete all of the important affirmative
covenants, negative covenants and events of default, and the plaintiffs
alleged that was an abuse of the majority lenders’ voting power under the
credit agreement and bad faith

v.

The structuring and documentation approach in the Boardriders case
appears to be even more aggressive than the approach that was taken in the
Serta case
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II. Voting Rights – Key Issues and Trends
in Recent Cases (cont’d)
KeyBank Nat’l Ass’n v. Franklin Advisers, Inc., 616 B.R. 14 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 2020)
i.

Required DIP Lenders made a new priming DIP and primed themselves and
other existing DIP lenders

ii.

Required DIP Lenders amended the existing DIP facility to provide, among
other things, for the priming of the DIP liens by the new proposed DIP
facility

iii.

The minority DIP lenders had few rights to block the priming liens, and the
other players structured it so the minority DIP lenders ended up as roll-up
lenders with stock

iv.

The non-consenting DIP lenders sued certain new priming DIP lenders for
breach of contract, breach of fiduciary duty (with respect to stock that was
to be pledged to the lenders) and breach of the implied covenant of good
faith and fair dealing
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II. Voting Rights – Key Issues and Trends
in Recent Cases (cont’d)
v.

The court recognized that the non-consenting lenders had signed up for
certain voting rights in denying certain breach of contract claims

vi.

Although it is a very fact-specific case, the required lenders were not
insulated from other potential claims

vii. Even if the loan agreement allows required lenders to take certain actions
contractually, should they?
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III. Waterfall and Pro-Rata Sharing
Provisions
A.

Traditional waterfall order
i.

Agent payables: expenses, fees, indemnification, extraordinary advances

ii.

Lenders’ payables: expenses, fees, indemnification

iii.

Interest

iv.

LC collateralization (103-105%)

v.

Advances; LC collateralization and “noticed” hedges are sometimes ratable
and pari passu with advances

vi.

Cash management, hedges and other bank products

vii. Any other secured obligations – may include other financing by Lenders such
as leases, supply chain finance, affiliate lines of credit
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III. Waterfall and Pro-Rata Sharing
Provisions (cont’d)
B.

C.

Although generally settled, may be non-traditional in today’s market
i.

Lower priority for bank products

ii.

Only agent hedges are pari passu with advances

iii.

Swingline is prioritized

iv.

Foreign tranches repaid before bank products

Miscellaneous Provisions
i.

Can be amended without consent of Borrower

ii.

Require 100% Lender vote to amend
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III. Waterfall and Pro-Rata Sharing
Provisions (cont’d)
D.

Set-off provision
i.

Lender and its affiliates should be granted right of setoff against any account
of or claim by any Borrower or any Guarantor

ii.

Section may allow Agent to direct a Lender to set off; be careful
‒

Could require setoff against pre-funding for ACH, fiduciary funds,
contract rights, cash collateral for hedges, etc.

‒

Lender may have to share amounts it does not receive in cash or did
not intend to share with bank group
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IV. Intercreditor Arrangements
A.

Many transactions have multiple layers of the capital structure and commonly
include split lien collateral intercreditor agreements (as opposed to true second
lien or mezzanine debt transactions)

B.

Description of Debt in Split-Lien Intercreditor Agreements
i.

Best to use actual defined term from credit agreement (e.g., "'Secured
Obligations” as defined in the Revolving Credit Agreement"), followed by a
generic description

ii.

Make sure bank products (hedges and cash management) are included

iii.

Include interest, fees, expenses and indemnification, whether or not
allowed in an insolvency proceeding

iv.

Be careful of debt caps
-

Usually 10-20% above total revolver commitment, lesser percentage
above term loan amount: allows cushion for workouts and bankruptcy

-

Cap based on borrowing base concept is dangerous
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IV. Intercreditor Arrangements
(cont’d)

-

-



BB often shrinks if borrower is troubled



Revolving lenders can exceed the cap without making any new
advance

Cap applies to principal and stated amount of LCs


Does not include bank products



Should not include interest, fees, expenses and indemnification,
including any funded through advances during a workout or
bankruptcy

Consider requiring an opinion or officer certificate as a condition of
any accordion exercise, stating full funding under commitment
increase will not exceed cap
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IV. Intercreditor Arrangements
(cont’d)

C. Lien priorities defined
i.

Priority Collateral
-

-

Revolver priority collateral


AR, including chattel paper, and inventory



All general intangibles, documents, notes and instruments,
commercial tort claims, supporting obligations, letter of credit
rights, and books and records "relating to" foregoing (versus
"evidencing")



Business interruption insurance? In some industries, a business
interruption could bring setoffs against borrowers' AR



Supply contracts? Liquidated damages provisions can result in
setoffs against AR

Term/note priority collateral: often, everything other than Revolver
priority collateral
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IV. Intercreditor Arrangements
(cont’d)

ii.

D.

Mechanics
-

Lien priorities are effective whether or not properly perfected

-

Covenant not to challenge each other's liens

-

No new lien on borrower's assets unless both parties are offered lien

Application of Proceeds
i.

ii.

Prevailing approach: application in accordance with respective credit
agreements
-

Specific waterfall sometimes used instead

-

Review carefully to make sure it does not contradict credit agreement

Anti-tracing provision important for Revolver
-

Junior creditor agrees to turn over identifiable proceeds of senior
priority collateral to senior tranche

-

Revolver lenders collect funds without knowing source and readvance
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IV. Intercreditor Arrangements
(cont’d)

E.



Proceeds of term collateral are not usually identifiable by
Revolver Agent



Revolver lenders would not have readvanced if they had not
received the funds; any amounts disgorged are unintended
advances under Revolver

Anti-tracing provision provides Term/note creditors get identifiable
proceeds only if they notify Revolver agent within x days after receipt

Enforcement Rights
i.

Control
-

Agreement may give each tranche sole control over its priority
collateral

-

Many crossing-second structures allow junior piece to pressure senior
tranche
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IV. Intercreditor Arrangements
(cont’d)


Junior creditors must notify senior creditors of junior event of
default



180 day (typically) standstill period following notice



Junior creditors can then take enforcement actions against senior
priority collateral unless senior creditors are taking action against
"material portion" of collateral





Read carefully - usually allows senior creditors to take
control at any time by beginning enforcement actions even
after junior creditors pursue remedies



Occasionally, test is whether, on date standstill ends, senior
creditors are actually taking action; senior creditors can
never regain control if not

Standstill tolled while senior creditors prohibited by court or law
from taking enforcement actions
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IV. Intercreditor Arrangements
(cont’d)

ii.

iii.

Enforcement Action Definition
-

Generally defined as self-help remedies, foreclosure, bankruptcy

-

If Revolver is an ABL facility, definition should not include ABL exercise
of dominion, contacting account debtors or direct collection of AR

Access rights
-

Important to Revolver if Term/note priority collateral includes real
estate

-

Usually 180 day access period following Term/note creditors' control of
real estate

-

Revolver Agent can use facility to process, remove and sell inventory

-

Best practice is separate 180 day period for each tract of real estate

-

Revolver tranche is responsible for costs of running production line
and damage to property (except ordinary wear and tear)
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IV. Intercreditor Arrangements
(cont’d)

-

Revolver tranche not responsible for existing conditions; should
specifically exclude environmental liability if use is consistent with
prior use of facility

iv.

If inventory relies on trademarks or licenses, agreement should include
right to use IP for specific period, generally 180 days

v.

Parties agree to share books and records that come into their possession
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IV. Intercreditor Arrangements
(cont’d)

F.

Lien Releases; Insurance Proceeds
-

During a workout, borrower may voluntarily sell priority collateral and
priority creditor controls process

-

Junior priority creditor agrees to release junior lien, in some or all of
the following situations

-



If senior creditor consents to sale of its priority collateral and
senior event of default exists



If senior creditor consents and sale is not prohibited by junior
loan agreement (as in effect on closing date?)



If permitted by both senior and junior tranche loan agreements at
such time

Senior creditor usually granted power of attorney to release junior lien
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IV. Intercreditor Arrangements
(cont’d)

-

Intercreditor agreement may specify allocation of proceeds from a sale
of or insurance receipts relating to mixed collateral


Book value of priority collateral to each creditor?



Parties will agree?



Parties will arbitrate or petition a court?

G. Insolvency Proceedings
-

Customary to have statement that intercreditor agreement applies
during bankruptcy

-

DIP rights are usually provided to both parties


-

There can be concurrent DIPs and/or dueling DIP proposals

Junior creditor cannot object to senior creditor DIP or cash collateral
order if:
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IV. Intercreditor Arrangements
(cont’d)

-



Senior creditor provides financing or supports it



Financing is based on senior creditor's priority collateral and lien
priorities of intercreditor agreement are followed



Financing does not require specific plan of reorganization

Any debt cap applicable to DIP provider should increase


Borrower's financing
administrative costs



DIP must cover trustee, committee and administrative expenses

needs

increase

due

to

legal

and

-

Junior creditors pre-consent to lift of stay for senior creditor to realize
on its priority collateral

-

Senior creditors can request adequate protection based on their
priority collateral; junior will not object but may also request adequate
protection
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IV. Intercreditor Arrangements
(cont’d)
‒

H.

Boiler plate provision that Revolver and Term/note tranches have
separate interests and liens in bankruptcy – designed to avoid being
treated as a single class for reorganization voting purposes

Purchase Rights
-

Read carefully; there is no market approach

-

Trigger dates are usually specified (i.e., within 10 days after
bankruptcy filing or payment default)

-

Closing window should be short

-



10 days after notice is optimal



Protects against natural tendency to stop accruing legal costs
and taking action while purchase is pending

Look for purchase price at par and cash-collateralization of LCs at %
specified in credit agreement
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IV. Intercreditor Arrangements
(cont’d)

-



Bank products should be cash-collateralized in manner provided
in credit agreement or "discharge" definition in intercreditor
agreement



Cash collateral for indemnification


Claims are "reasonably foreseeable" v. "have been asserted"
v. "have been asserted in writing"?



First is optimal: purchase can occur early in bankruptcy
before a foreseeable preference or fraudulent conveyance
claim is actually filed

More complex if there is a debt cap


Purchase price may be lesser of cap or par



Can leave creditor tranche with excess debt and no collateral
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IV.
I.

Intercreditor Arrangements
(cont’d)
Miscellaneous items in Intercreditor Agreements
-

Check for any prohibition on amending your co-lender’s credit facility,
such as interest rate and covenants limiting repayment of the other
tranche

-

Legends on debt instruments may be required

-

Agreement (and its lien priorities) should be reinstated if payment of
either debt tranche is clawed back (e.g., preference or fraudulent
conveyance claim)
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IV.
J.

Intercreditor Arrangements
(cont’d)

Unitranches
i.

Certain lenders, especially in the middle market, have used the unitranche
structure but not all lenders favor it

ii.

There are few reported decisions related to unitranche deals

iii. Pros
‒

Borrowers and PEGS like the structure

‒

Speed and certainty of execution

‒

One set of documents and consistent terms– simplifies documentation

‒

Single grant of a security interest; blended interest rate; one set of
covenants and defaults

‒

Avoids the need for two sets of documents (as you may have in a splitlien deal where the revolver lenders and term lenders have their own
loan documents and an intercreditor agreement) and extensive
negotiation
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IV.

Intercreditor Arrangements
(cont’d)
‒

iv.

Agreement Among Lenders (AAL) establishes the first out/last out
tranches; allocates pricing and payments; addresses voting

Cons
‒

Largely untested in the courts as a structure. RadioShack case helpful
but not precedent

‒

Unlike split-lien intercreditor arrangements, there may not be consistent
terms across the market with respect to the AAL

‒

Classification of claims - Single claim potentially in bankruptcy? The risk
of being undersecured or subject to preference claims in bankruptcy are
concerns that many lenders may have with this structure

‒

May risk being part of equitable subordination challenge if other lender
is an affiliate of the borrower

‒

Depending on how provisions are negotiated in the AAL, the loss of
control by the senior lender in the ability to direct remedies may be a
concern
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IV.

Intercreditor Arrangements
(cont’d)
‒

Enforceability of an Agreement Among Lenders in bankruptcy?
•

Will a bankruptcy court enforce an AAL if the Borrower is not a
party to it?(Borrower sign AAL too/not blind to Borrower)

•

Will a bankruptcy court take jurisdiction over an AAL to adjudicate
any disputes regarding it?

•

Enforceability of subordination provisions in an AAL

‒

Sometimes the bankruptcy provisions in the Agreement Among Lenders
are not as fully developed as in a split-lien intercreditor agreement

‒

Does a waterfall trigger event (e.g., payment default, bankruptcy,
financial covenant default, acceleration, exercise of remedies) in the
Agreement Among Lenders lead to a liquidation or a bankruptcy more
quickly?

‒

The LSTA has prepared a model form of AAL
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V. Additional Letter of Credit Issuers
A. Agent is no longer sole LC issuer in all credit facilities
i.

Not particularly profitable

ii.

LC commitment requires capital reserve

B. Existing LCs may need to be grandfathered into the credit agreement
C. Credit agreements often allow appointment of additional LC issuers
i.

Generally a lender, but not necessarily

ii.

Multiple LC issuers may be named in agreement at closing

iii.

Additional issuers designated in notice by borrower and lender-designee,
accepted by agent
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V. Additional Letter of Credit Issuers
(cont’d)
D.

E.

Lender as additional LC issuer
i.

Licensing issues in a jurisdiction may mean Lender has to issue LCs through
an affiliate

ii.

“Funding Office” concept

iii.

Require delivery of customary LC application and documentation, as well as
compliance with internal requirements

Important Lender/LC issuer provisions
i.

Indemnification of Lender in its capacity as LC issuer

ii.

Stated LC commitment limit

iii.

Resignation right

iv.

Broad sanctions protection

v.

Fees/expenses are covered
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